LYING: EVERYBODY'S DOING IT! (HONEST!)

LIES! LIES! LIES! THE WHOLE TRUTH ABOUT LYING!

I have hated them that regard LIES; VANITIES; ISA. 31:8.
I have hated the LIES! They shall be put to DESOLATION; ISA. 31:8, 16.
LIES! LIES! LIES! THAT TRUST IN HIM shall be DESOLATE;

The WOLF of the SEA!

I have hated the LIES! LIPS be put to DESOLATION; LIES! LIES! LIES! ISA. 31:8, 16.
LIES! LIES! LIES! LIES! LIES! LIES! ISA. 31:8.

LEVIATHAN - Can you make a COVENANT with LEVIATHAN?!
(READ THE REST OF JOB 41:10-34. ISA. 1:1-6; 2:1-5. RH 5:414.)

JOE 31:17. If you can, then perhaps you can stand before GOD in the time of HIS WRATH!!

I have hated the CONGREGATION of the EVIL-DOERS; MISERIES; ISA. 26:5, 11, 12.
I have hated the CONGREGATION with the WICKED; REDEEM ME, AND BE MERCIFUL UNTO ME!

PSA. 26:5, 11, 12 (WILL YOU EVER HEAR IT FROM "THE BIBLE ONLY" PREACHERS?)

I SAW THE WICKED, AND THEY WERE NOT; I HATED THE WICKED, AND THEY WERE NOT.
ISA. 31:8.
REPLY TO LETTERS

SERIES #5 - November 6, 1992

UNABLE TO REPLY TO ALL THE LETTERS WE RECEIVE - we went from using MULTIPLE "CARBONS" which was not too satisfactory because the LAST COPIES were not too CLEAR. We know the perfect answer - get our own XEROX MACHINE. And then if we had our XEROX MACHINE people would want "COPIES!" of THIS and "COPIES!" of THAT. Instead of one STEADY HELPER at the "PRINT" and "TAPE" SHOP at ANN'S "NARROW PATH PUBLISHERS" - 1926 Highway 21 North, Malo, WA. 99150-9703. (20 miles SOUTH of here.) We would have to have 2 HELPERS (WE DO AT TIMES - sometimes we have to have up to 5.) So we have to JUGGLE with what we should do. WHAT ARE OUR PRIORITIES - ???

SO WE BEGAN TO EXPERIMENT WITH

putting out "REPLY TO LETTERS." (SERIES #3 - Feb. 24, 1992.) (SERIES #4 - June 14, 1992 - we called 'INSERT #684.')

IF YOU DO NOT WANT YOUR NAME PUBLICIZED -

SAY SO AT THE BEGINNING OF A LETTER AND ON "EVERY" LETTER. Do not expect us to REMEMBER, if this is IMPORTANT TO YOU - YOU REMEMBER - !!!! "PRIVATE!" "NOT FOR PUBLICATION!" That is to say we LEAVE OUT NAMES AND PERHAPS STATE - but if it is a QUESTION or INFORMATION that all should have - we like, if possible - to give you CREDIT. SO BE SURE THE INFORMATION YOU GIVE US ARE "FACTS!" If it is a Clipping from a NEWSPAPER we will be much more liable to PRINT it or REMARK about it - if you "ALWAYS!" write on the NAME of the PUBLICATION and the DATE. DO NOT SEND US A "XEROX" COPY - you keep the "XEROX" COPY and send us the ORIGINAL. (IN CASE WE PRINT IT - we do not want to mess around with a POOR COPY. IF YOU WANT THE ORIGINAL BACK - ATTACH A NOTE SAYING SO.)
FROM NOW ON WE MUST KEEP TRACK OF WHAT IS HAPPENING AND HOW THIS WAS PROPHECIED. (PREDICTED!) We are only CASUALLY interested in what a common MINISTER or MEMBER has done. THAT IS HUMAN BEINGS. WE ARE NOT TO DEAL IN "PERSONALITIES!" UNLESS it is a LEADING MINISTER who is LEADING OTHERS to do the SAME, then we BLAST HIM (HER). ESPECIALLY if they are OUT on DOCTRINE - and this will affect MILLIONS - we believe that FALSE DOCTRINE and LIFESTYLE go together. "The WICKED shall DO IT WICKEDLY; and NONE (NOT A SINGLE ONE!) of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND!" DANIEL 12:10.

THAT IS OUR SAFETY VALVE -

IF THEY FIND SOMETHING WRONG WITH WHAT WE TEACH - and we know their LIFESTYLE - we do not worry a WHIT what "THEY!" THINK! IN FACT if that KIND find fault with OUR "TEACHING!" we are glad they do - we would IN NO WAY want to go along with the LIKES OF THEM - !!! LIKE JOHN THE BAPTIST when the DIE-HARD "PHARISEES!" came to him to be "BAPTIZED!" when he knew it was only that they wanted to "PRETEND!" that "JOHN THE BAPTIST!" approved of their TEACHING. Because the TEACHING of JOHN THE BAPTIST was so POPULAR that they went WAY OUT in the DESERT to HEAR HIM - so if he would "baptize!" a PHARISEE - THEY could use that to make themselves more POPULAR with the PEOPLE and gather in MORE OFFERINGS - he knew well what kind of a "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" he was dealing with, and let them know he had their "NUMBER!" They were no more interested in his "MESSAGE!" than to take off to the MOON.

THEY WERE INTERESTED IN THEIR POCKET-BOOKS

As we had more than ONE come into our GROUP - and PRETEND he was one with us - in one Case - to COLLECT over $1,200.00 in TITHE. NEXT WEEK HIS PUBLICATION CAME OUT AND he did not STOP at 144,000. As he PRETENDED until he had the $1,200.00 safely in his POCKET. Then he all of a SUDDEN had his "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE!" back again. CHRIST does not throw down the "CENSER!" when the SEALING ANGEL tells Him that the SAINTS are "NUMBERED!" and "SEALED!" At which JESUS says: "IT IS DONE!" NO! NO! NO! We must have that HOUTEFF-GROTHEER-FROOM-ANDERSON-FOLKENBERG "MULTITUDE!" that no man can "NUMBER!" OH...
NO! We are NOT stopping at any "NUMBERING!" EW 279. We would NOT be POPULAR if we taught "THAT!" THAT IS WHY FOY AND FOSS WOULD NOT GIVE: "MY FIRST VISION!" THAT IS WHY NO ORGANIZED GROUP CAN BE FOUND THAT BELIEVES: "MY FIRST VISION!" THAT IS WHY IF YOU LET THEM KNOW YOU BELIEVE: "MY FIRST VISION!" you will lose HALF of your MAILING LIST - OVERNIGHT - !!! WE PLANNED IT - !!!

AND WE MIGHT AS WELL TELL YOU

if "TRUTH!" is "REJECTED!" on ONE ISSUE - they will go on and "REJECT TRUTH!" in other ISSUES until it is MIDNIGHT in the SOUL! THAT IS WHY we put up "TRUTH!" right up "FRONT!" We are NOT for SALE! We do NOT seek what PLEASES the "ITCHING EARS!" The "ITCHING EARS!" can go ONE WAY - and we will go OURS - !!! We will not lose ONE MINUTE OF SLEEP over those who want the "EASY-STREET" RELIGION. IN FACT - we will GO OUT OF OUR WAY - to give them WHAT-THEY-DO-NOT-WANT - !!! That is why we told you "REPLY TO LETTERS" #3, Feb. 24, 1992 - that we were DROPPING over 3,000 NAMES FROM OUR MAILING LIST - (if they do not write in one year). THAT IS WHY we ask you to send NEW NAMES - PICK THEM WISELY - only those interested in "HEALTH REFORM!" WE DO NOT WANT ENTIRE CHURCH LISTS - such LISTS are just about "USELESS!" THEY COST US ABOUT $10.00 per NAME - if not more. 6 GOOD NAMES ARE WORTH MORE THAN 100 COMMON NAMES! WE WILL SOON DROP "ADVENTISTS!" altogether! They are "RICH!" and "INCREASED!" with their own "GOODNESS!" and in "NEED - ???" of ABSOLUTELY "NOTHING!"

HOW DO YOU LIKE THIS FOR A REFERENCE - ???

"I SAW that "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" (NOT SDA) who had FAITHFULLY WARNED the WORLD of HIS COMING "WRATH!" would be [DElivered] EW 284.

IT WAS IRRESPONSIBLE "LOVE-SLOBBER!" -

by the "MINISTRY" in the Days of Noah - that kept people OUT of the ARK. "THE LOVE OF GOD!" would NEVER - NEVER - NEVER permit Him to DESTROY such an UPRIGHT people as this - by a FLOOD! BESIDES the "SCIENTISTS!" said it was IMPOSSIBLE! (NO RAIN HAD FALLEN TO THAT DATE. PP 92-104.)
AGAIN WE HAVE THE PREDICTION -

"HE IS TOO MERCIFUL TO VISIT "HIS PEOPLE" IN JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE & SAFETY!" IS THE CRY FROM..."THESE DUMB DOGS!"...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. "WHAT WARNING CAN I GIVE TO A PEOPLE WHO "PROFESS"...but who, like the PRETENTIOUS FIG TREE, FLAUNT THEIR APPARENTLY FLOURISHING BRANCHES IN THE VERY FACE OF THE ALMIGHTY, yet bear NO FRUIT to the Glory of GOD...FLEE FROM THOSE WHO WOULD...INTRUDE THEMSELVES INTO OUR CHURCHES,

"I WARN YOU TO GIVE NO PLACE TO THEM!"

TURN FROM THE SEDUCER! A "SEDUCER!" whether MAN OR WOMAN - EMPLOYS "LOVE!" AS THEIR WEAPON - I AM SURE - in the Days of LOT and NOAH - they NEVER went any further than - the "LOVE-SLOBBER!" WE HAVE TODAY!)

"HE IS SATAN IN THE FORM OF "MAN!"...

CLEANSE THE CAMP FROM "ACHANSI"...CRUCIFY THE FLESH WITH THE "AFFECTIONS!" and "LUSTS!" (NOT "LOVE!" - "LUST!") T5:146-8.

PLAIN AS DAY -

TM from page 426 to 447 we find: "MEN OF INTELLIGENCE, MEN IN "RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS!" will be putting "ROTTEN TIMBERS!" in their "CHARACTER BUILDING!" - MATERIAL which is CONSUMABLE in the Day of God, and which will decide them to be "UNFIT TO ENTER!" THE MANSIONS ABOVE. They have REFUSED to LET GO the "FILTHY GARMENTS!" (NO MATTER HOW "DEFECTIVE!" THEY MAY BE!) they have CLUNG to them as if they were of PRECIOUS VALUE. They will lose HEAVEN and an ETERNITY of BLISS on account of them...WILL THESE SINNERS - shall I call them "HYPOCRITES!" in ZION INQUIRE..."AM I A SPECTACLE TO THE WORLD OF "MORAL LOOSENESS?!"" - ??? TM 446-8.

STARTING WITH TM 426 AND GOING ON TO:
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427, 428, 431, 433, 434, 435, 437, 445 and grinding up to the "SEALING!" of "PHILADELPHIANS!" on page 446 and why "ADVENTIST MINISTERS!" will NOT make it because their INTEREST in "LOVE!" UNLIMITED - UNCONDITIONAL - find "HARLOTS!" and "FORNICATION!" ("FORNICATORS!") EVERY PAGE! until we come to TM 447-8. BECAUSE THEY DID NOT LOOK FOR "the WRATH!" of GOD!

**SALVATION IS SO EASY AND SIMPLE -**

AS THEY "GUSH!" ABOUT THE "EXTRAVAGANT!" LOVE OF GOD! ("FRITZ GUY" in "ADVENT REVIEW" Oct. 29, 1992. p.10.) HE DOES "NOT SCOLD OR LECTURE OR CENSURE OR CRITICIZE!" ("ARNET MATHERS" in "JEFF REICH" MAGAZINE - SUMMER 1992, p.44. P.28 is an ARTICLE by a "NEUTRAL NUT!") IT SEEMS FROM EVERY CORNER this sort of thing is FLYING AT US FROM A VARIETY of "DOUGH-HEADS!" EXALTING MADNESS!

A "GOD!" OF THEIR OWN CREATION - !!!

(ANN DeMICHAEL-HOEHN.) LISTED UNDER: "SPIRITUALISM" in 1884 GC 373-379. GC 554-558. ASHAMED of the TRUTH of the 144,000. PLEASING FABLES:

"YOU TOLD US "ALL THE WORLD!" WAS TO BE CONVERTED! and cried, "PEACE!" "PEACE!" to quiet every FEAR that was AROUSED. You have not told us of THIS HOUR; and those who WARNED us of it YOU DECLARED to be "FANATICS!" and "EVIL MEN!" who would "RUIN US!". But I saw that the "MINISTERS!" did not escape the "WRATH!" of God. Their suffering was TENFOLD GREATER than that of their people!" EW 282, 124, 289. GC 656.

"IF YOU WOULD CLIMB THE PATH OF "SPIRITUAL LIFE!"

You must constantly ASCENT, for it is an UPWARD WAY. You must go with the "FEW!" for the "MULTITUDE!" will choose the "DOWNWARD PATH!" MB 197.

"ROBERT H. PIERN" - R&H - JAN. 3, 1974 -
To 68,260 WORKERS: "WE TRULY WANT TO BE IN THE "VANGUARD!" OF A GREAT SPIRITUAL "RENEWAL!"

NO SIGN:

NO SIGN of any belief in only 144,000 from all the World.
NO SIGN of any belief in the need of the MIDNIGHT CRY!
NO SIGN of any need of corporate REPENTANCE for corporate SIN, nor for corporate CONVERSION.
NO SIGN of SHAME for WHORING after the World.
NO SIGN of any Minister answering his question as to WHY "KEY '73" fizzled out! HERE IS THE ANSWER:

"Thou hadst a WHORE'S FOREHEAD, thou REFUSEDST to be ASHAMED" - "Therefore the showers have been withheld, and there hath been NO LATTER RAIN!" (See JER. 3:3.)

NO SIGN:

NO SIGN of any belief that "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" will be a "HATED SECT!" GC 635. "THE DESPISED REMNANT!" T5:475.
"THE REMNANT THAT IS ESCAPED OF THE HOUSE OF JUDE...FOR OUT OF JERUSALEM SHALL GO FORTH A "REMNANT!" AND THEY THAT ESCAPED OUT OF MOUNT ZION: the zeal of the Lord of Hosts shall do this!" PK 360-1.

"THE DRAGON WAS WROTH WITH THE WOMAN,

and went to make WAR with the REMNANT of her seed, which KEEP the COMMANDMENTS OF GOD, and have the TESTIMONY OF JESUS CHRIST."...THE TRUE CHURCH...THE LITTLE COMPANY!" PK 605.

A "GO YE OUT!"

Production.
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REPLY TO LETTERS
SERIES #5 - NOV. 6, 1992

IN "REPLY TO LETTERS" SERIES #3 - FEB. 24, 1992 - THE FIRST NAME WE CAME TO WAS:

LUCIUS & MATTIE SPAULDING (ARIZONA)

And their Order for 5,000 "HELL TRACTS" to "ANN DeMICHAEL-HOEHN." PUBLISHER. It seems they want to REPEAT that order for 3,000 more "HELL TRACTS." It seems the "SPaulDings" had a great deal to do with the History of the "TRUTH!" about "THE BOOK OF MORMON!" And whether this BOOK came down from HEAVEN - or from a pre-colonial "SPaulDING!"

IT SEEMS THAT CONTEMPORARY "SPaulDINGS!"

fit themselves (one at a time!) in a NARROW SPACE (we better not say where) and can pass out these "A DEADLY SUMMARY 'HELL PAPERS!'" as people from the four corners of the world pass by.

THERE IS NO "LOVE!" OF NO "GOD!"

UNLIMITED - UNCONDITIONAL - EXTRAVAGANT - UNCEASING - OR OTHERWISE FOR NO ALLIGATOR-SCORPION UNFEELING MONSTER THAT WOULD "TORMENT!" ITS VICTIMS THAT DID NOT ASK TO BE BORN - NOT FOR THE "10 YEARS!" THAT THEY SINNED - NOR 10 TIMES 10 - NOR 10 TIMES 10,000 NOR THOUSANDS OF THOUSANDS - OF MILLENNIUMS - RIGHTLY LIKENED TO: "FOUR-FOOTED BEASTS!" and "CREEPING THINGS!" ROMANS 1:23. and that entire CHAPTER of "ROMANS 1:...and 2:... tells us these. "HELL-PRIESTS!" want to be FREE to PRACTICE their: "LEAVING THE NATURAL USE OF - 7 -
THE WOMAN, BURNED IN THEIR LUST ONE TOWARD ANOTHER; MEN WORKING WITH MEN THAT WHICH IS UNSEEMLY...WHO KNOWING THE JUDGMENT OF GOD, THAT THEY WHICH COMMIT SUCH THINGS ARE WORTHY OF "DEATH!" - not only do the same, but have pleasure in them that do them (SUCH "HELL-PRIESTS!" ORDAIN and MARRY "HOMOS!" THE TWO GO TOGETHER - SWAGGARTS AND BAKKERS - MENTAL CASES.) ROMANS 1:27.

"AS WE NEAR THE JUDGMENT!"

"ALL WILL MANIFEST THEIR TRUE CHARACTER, and it will be made PLAIN to what 'COMPANY!' they belong. (ESPECIALLY IN THE SDA CHURCH!) "IF EVERY ANGEL FROM HEAVEN HAS TO VISIT THEM, AND ENLIGHTEN THEIR MINDS!" "WE HAVE NOTHING TO FEAR IN THIS MATTER!" (Excerpts from SG: 2:201.) "FOR IT IS NOT THE "HEARERS!" OF THE "LAW!"...BUT THE "DOERS!" OF THE LAW - shall be: "JUSTIFIED!" Romans 2:13.

WHAT IS THIS TELLING US - ???

HELLISH DOCTRINE - AND HELLISH LIFESTYLE - GO TOGETHER! AND THAT IS ALSO TM 446-7. ADVENTIST MINISTERS AND PEOPLE WHO LOOK FOR "RESPECT!" FROM "HELL-PRIESTS!" are of the SAME MIND - RIGHT ALONG - !!!

"LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE -

"LIKE APPRECIATES LIKE - [Composite of PP 176. T5: 136,696,705.]

LIKE BECOMES like LIKE!"

"BIRDS OF A FEATHER!"

THE SPAULDING LETTER CARRIED $600.00 with it. NOW ANOTHER LETTER WITH $500.00 in it wants: THE MAIN PART OF THE "PRESENT TRUTH SERIES" Pages 22 and 32 - "4,000 COPIES or MORE!" THESE 2 PAGES - THE CRITICAL PORTIONS - 8 -
TELLING US OF "FALSE REFORMATIONS!" and not exactly the "LOVE!" of God: "SOON THE DEAD AND DYING WILL BE ALL AROUND US...THEN THE SLAIN OF THE LORD WILL BE FROM ONE END OF THE EARTH, TO THE OTHER; THEY WILL NOT BE LAMENTED, GATHERED, OR BURIED; but their "ILL SAVOR!" WILL COME UP FROM THE WHOLE EARTH! Those only who have the "SEAL!" of the Living God, will be SHELTERED from the "STORM OR WRATH!" that will soon fall on the heads of those who have REJECTED THE TRUTH!" "IN HOPE, E.G.WHITE."

WHY WAS THIS LEFT OUT OF EW 48 and 45 - ???
WE HAVE OUR WORK CUT OUT FOR US - FOR SOME TIME
- TO SUPPLY THESE PAPERS!
THANK GOD IF WE CAN DO IT!
"ONE DAY ALONE IS GIVEN YOU!"

"MAKE THE MOST OF IT!"

---

VIOLA LEMON, 2 Ontario Street, Picton, Ontario, CANADA. KOK 2T0

YOU WORKED FOR ENDLESS YEARS for the CANADIAN CONFERENCE of Seventh-Day Adventists - and right at the Headquarters you raised up a GROUP OF BELIEVERS in the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!"

THE OMEGA

Because the CHURCH, in the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" do not know what the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" is. Speaking of the "IMPENDING CONFLICT!" and "THE GREAT CRISIS!" (Don't tell this to BOB SESSLER because he may have a HEART ATTACK to find out that this is "FUTURISM!") "THE MOST
MOMENTOUS STRUGGLE of all the AGES is JUST-BEFORE-US!” T5:711. PREDICTION after PREDICTION flows from her Pen as she gives us “EVENTS!” and in their "ORDER!" "WHEN FULLY DEVELOPED!” (712.) THIS IS THE MISTAKE THE "STANDISH!" and other "CONSORTIUMS" ARE MAKING when they FAIL to tie in what is "COMING!" in the "FUTURE!" when they will be so far gone "MANY!" of our "LEADING MEN!" are "ASLEEP!" in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!" and do not: "REALLY UNDERSTAND WHAT CONSTITUTES THAT MESSAGE!" T5:715. At the very "TIME!" when "THE SWORD IS COMING!" they will be CRYING "PEACE and SAFETY!!...BE NOT ALARMED!!...Thus he virtually DENIES THE...("THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!") T5:716. (HIGHLIGHTED IN 211.) "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"

AND OF COURSE THE '10 VIRGIN PARABLE!'

is the very HEART of this Message. It is to be FULFILLED: "TO THE VERY LETTER!" RH 2:419. August 19, 1980. There is ONE THING that has not yet been FULFILLED: "THEY SEE "THE PROCESSION" MOVING ON, BRIGHT WITH TORCHES and GLAD with MUSIC...{(THE WISE) "JOINED!"} (ANOTHER MOVEMENT of GC 464. 1884 GC 296.) "JOINED!" the THRONG...and-the-Door—was—SHUT!" COL 406.

THERE HAS BEEN NO SHUT DOOR YET - !!!

NOW THAT IT SEEMS EVERYBODY AND HIS DOG IS CONVERGING ON THAT FAR EASTERN DISTRICT TO HOLD MEETINGS - except FRED ALLABACH with his MOTORCYCLE and the Jew be brought with him who could not be at large at all unless under HEAVY SEDATION (DRUGS). And "MARTY WOLD" who went BACK to be a MINISTER for the ADVENTIST CHURCH and who now has CANCER. MUCH WATER has gone under the BRIDGE and we must be VERY CAREFUL that we are not tossed "TO and FROM!! with "EVERY WIND OF DOCTRINE!!

ANNA DeMICHAEL-HOEHN SOLD HER

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO PROPERTY and we built a "TAPE and PRESS SHOP" at MALO, WASHINGTON (20 MILES SOUTH OF HERE) WE PRINT IN CANADA AND MAIL FROM THE STATE OF
WASHINGTON TO SAVE THOUSANDS IN POSTAGE. CANADA HAS THE HIGHEST POSTAL RATES IN THE WORLD AND GOING HIGHER! So it has become IMPOSSIBLE to mail from here. CANADA ALSO HAS MORE "LABOUR UNION STRIKES" THAT ANY OTHER COUNTRY IN THE WORLD! THAT SHOULD NEVER HAVE BEEN ALLOWED! THEY WILL BE "THE LARGEST SINGLE CAUSE OF TROUBLE IN THE "TIME OF TROUBLE" (WHOOPS! THAT'S "FUTURISM!" AGAIN!)

BOB AND AMI LOGAN SEEM TO BE THE

NATURAL LEADERS NOW IN FAR EASTERN ONTARIO, CANADA. STILL ON THE MAILING LIST WE HAVE LINDA AVERY - EDITH CRISSINGER - MARY MANTIEFFEL - PHYLLIS YURKOWSKI - FLORENCE DUNBAR-VELLA - and we pass on your GREETINGS to GEORGE AND MARILYN HUBLEY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA - STAN AND CAROL HUBLEY back in ONTARIO - REYNALD MCKIBBIN - ELIZABETH WILLIAMSON - MATHIAS BURGHARDT - G. FUDGE - HAZEL MULLINS - JANET RICHARDSON - and to round up CANADIAN NAMES - Bro. RAY OF B.C. - SISTER H. WUNSCH OF ALBERTA.

EACH ONE OF US CAN TOSS A PEBBLE -


WHAT AN INSULT TO THE PHARISEE-LAODICEANS - !!!

BUT WE SAW THAT BEFORE 1932 - !!! NOW THE TRUTH is coming out from SURPRISING QUARTERS and some in whom we had GREAT FAITH - are FALLING OFF THE PATH back to the WICKED WORLD BELOW - !!! LS 190. WE ARE HAVING A HAND-TO-HAND BATTLE NOW WITH AN ADVENTIST HERETIC IN:

"CHRISTIAN NEWS" (HERMAN OTTEN, EDITOR)

Route 1, Box 309A, New Haven, MO. U.S.A. 63068-9568.
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(A "REFORMED LUTHERAN" ORGAN.)

AN APOSTATE ADVENTIST FROM AUSTRALIA, OF THE "DESMOND FORD" TYPE - who will use "ANY!" METHODS "ANY!" ARGUMENTS, he has "NO USE!" for OFFICIAL "ADVENTISM!" but will go to OFFICIAL "ADVENTISM!" (WHITE ESTATE!) FOR "PROOF!" to down ANN DeMICHAEL and HERMAN HOEHN in "CHRISTIAN NEWS" - OCTOBER 26, 1992. (2 copies $1.00. 10 copies $4.00. 20 copies $6.00. 50 copies $10.00.) PERHAPS YOU COULD START YOUR SUBSCRIPTION WITH THIS OCT. 26th NUMBER - $20.00 per YEAR. CANADA and FOREIGN $24.00 U.S.$.

THIS ATTACK BY KEITH MOXON (N.S.W., AUSTRALIA)

is almost a FULL PAGE plus another almost FULL PAGE taking up ADVENTISM - ROMANISM - ELLEN WHITE. KEITH MOXON has been in the past on our MAILING LIST and so writes with some "AUTHORITY!" as to the "MOON-MADNESS" of "HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY" and "THE NARROW PATH."

KEITH MOXON IS ON OUR CURRENT MAILING LIST -

HOW HE GOT THERE IS A COMPLETE TOTAL MYSTERY TO OUR "COMPUTER-WORD PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGIST" for we looked for the CARD/LETTER that was sent in and CANNOT FIND IT - !!! SO HOW DID HE GET ON THE MAILING LIST - ???

WE ARE INFORMING YOU OF ALL THIS -

so you will know why we will have to cut this "REPLY TO LETTERS - SERIES #5 - Nov. 6, 1992" VERY SHORT!

***(A) We will reply to QUESTIONS so you will know where we stand on ISSUES.

***(B) We will deal with WHAT IS HAPPENING NOW. (FOR EXAMPLE - SISTER ANN HAS XEROXED MANY COPIES OF THE NEW INCURABLE TB CONSUMPTION! (ISA. 10:22-3. SM 2:53-4. MM 88.) We put our "HEALTH BREAK" (A PUBLIC SERVICE) and we want to REMIND you of two things:
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IT MAY NOT BE SAFE TO GO TO CHURCH OR BALL OR OTHER GAMES OR ANY MEETINGS OR ACTIVITIES INSIDE A

BUILDING.

(2) THIS "HEALTH BREAK" PUBLICATION IS THE ONLY ONE WE KNOW OF THAT HAS A POSSIBLE "CURE!" FOR THIS NEW "PLAGUE-PESTILENCE!" SO STAY AWAKE WHILE YOU READ IT! (THE BACK COVER.)

WE WILL CONTINUE WITH "LETTERS" SO YOU WILL KNOW IF YOU WANT TO STAY ON OUR MAILING LIST OR NOT...

THE ADVENTIST AND THE 'STANDISH' CONSORTIUM -

trying to HANG ON to the URIAH SMITH "MYTHS!" that THIS is the LAST CHURCH - "FENIE-MINIE-MO!" there are NO MORE TO GO - !!! This "HAS!" to be "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" NO MATTER WHAT - !!! So they FIND and QUOTE - what Sr. WHITE NEVER WROTE - NEVER THOUGHT OF - but they SHOVE IT UP FRONT in TM 15 - the PREACHERS have that page about WORN OUT - the least thing and they haul that out - NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE!" THEY MAY "BEL!" - the LORD DOESN'T CARE! It's still the "OBJECT!" of HIS "SUPREME REGARD!" SO THERE - !!!

IF IT IS A FACT! (AND IT IS!)

That the GROUP that you belong to is RIGHT or WRONG - this will decide your ETERNAL DESTINY - then this is NOT just a CASUAL STATEMENT! as is quoted in "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" Vol. 7, No. 11 (Sent out last of October 1992).

IF IT IS GOING TO DECIDE OUR ETERNAL DESTINY -

"THE SOLEMN TESTIMONY UPON WHICH THE "DESTINY!" OF THE CHURCH HANGS...!!!" T1:181. ONE WAY TO SETTLE THIS QUESTION: IF THIS MEANS AS THE STANDISH CONSORTIUM INTENDS IT TO MEAN; TO STAY WITH THAT CHURCH COME
HELL OR HIGH WATER RIGHT INTO THE "OMEGA!" OF APOSTASY - !!! THEN WE BETTER HAVE A GOOD LOOK AT IT AND CHECK:

RH 2:263. Dec. 11, 1888. ARA 432. May 27, 1912. ("Australian Record Articles." 542 pages.)
("LEAVES" - $29.95.) T5:136. (1882.)
"PAMPHLETS IN THE CONCORDANCE" #4:465. 1886.
("LEAVES" - $31.50.)

THEN DO A VERY SIMPLE THING: "TURN THE PAGE!" TM 16.
There you will find a "CHURCH!" EVEN 2 TIMES! AS WELL AS: "SYNAGOGUE!" NOW WHICH ONE DOES IT NOT MATTER HOW "DEFECTIVE!" THEY MAY "BE!" While these 2 "CHURCHES!" STAND IN "COLLISION!" "THE LORD WILL APPEAR!" SERIES A:318. SPECIAL TM 312. (OUT OF PRINT - TRY USED BOOK STORES.) THE ONE ON TM 16 called: "ANTICHRIST!" is that the one no matter how "DEFECTIVE" it may "BE!" - ???

THAT IS A FAKE - !!! IF YOU LOOK UP
ALL THESE OTHER REFERENCES THEY ALL SAY:

"...as she may APPEAR!"

AND THAT IS A HORSE OF DIFFERENT COLOR! "PAMPHLETS IN THE CONCORDANCE" #4 has that on p.465 and on 466 the other "CHURCH!" is "THE ANTICHRIST!" DOES "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" HAND US WHAT Sr. WHITE NEVER WROTE - NEVER SAW - ??? "THE ANTICHRIST - ???"

WE WILL NOT LET THAT GO BY -
WITHOUT COMMENTING ON IT - !!! - ???

THE STRONGEST THING THEY CAN FIND TO KEEP YOU CHAINED TO THAT "CHURCH!" THAT IS A "SYNAGOGUE!" TM 16. Rev. 3:9. Who will END UP - "BOWING AT THE SAINTS' FEET - ???"

"YOU THINK, THAT THOSE WHO WORSHIP
BEFORE THE SAINTS' FEET (REV. 3:9) WILL
AT LAST BE SAVED! HERE I MUST DIFIER WITH YOU; FOR GOD SHOW ME THIS CLASS WERE "PROFESSED ADVENTISTS!" WHO HAD FALLEN AWAY....AND IN THE "HOUR OF TEMPTATION," (REV. 3:10) WHICH-IS-YET-TO-COME! (WHOOPS! "FUTURISM!") YET-TO-COME...THEY WILL KNOW THAT THEY ARE FOREVER LOST; AND OVERWHELMED WITH ANGUISH OF SPIRIT, THEY WILL BOW AT THE SAINTS' FEET!" A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK. (WTF 12.) "THEN IT WAS THAT "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!"...WORSHIPPED AT OUR FEET!" EW 15.

TM 15 is a "FAKE!"

TM 16 is the "SYNAGOGUE!"

"...DEFECTIVE AS IT MAY BE!" TM 15. TAKE IT FROM THE MIDDLE OF SOME BOOK - AND SHOVE IT UP FRONT - IS THAT THE SAME AS "DEFECTIVE" AS IT MAY "APPEAR - ???" VANCE FERRELL - IS THAT THE "SAME - ???" "NO DIFFERENCE - ???" ONE LIKE THE OTHER - ???

THEY MAY "APPEAR!" TO THE PHARISEE "CHURCH!"

AND TO THE "SADDUCEE AWAKENING!" BUT

THAT IS A FAR CRY FROM "BEING!" THAT WAY - !!!

IT IS ALL OVER - JOIN ANOTHER "MOVEMENT!"

"A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. 1884 GC 296.

"AND THE DOOR WAS SHUT!"

WHAT IS ALL THIS "CATERWAILING!" ABOUT "NO CALL TO LEAVE THE CHURCH - ???" CONSIDER "TIME!" - "PLACE!" - CIRCUMSTANCES!" Do you expect them to leave AHEAD OF TIME - ??? YES! SOME HAD TO! SERIES B 7:56,63-4. (IS THAT WHY THEY TRIED SO DESPERATELY TO GET RID OF THE SERIES B - ???)

THE BRAIN-WASHING TECHNIQUE BY FRIAR FROM - WORKED MARVELOUSLY WELL - !!! BUT AN END OF ALL GOOD THINGS MUST COME - !!! AND WE SEE TWO CHURCHES! EYEING EACH OTHER - COL 406 - ON WHICH SIDE WILL WE BE - ???


WHAT ELSE IS THERE TO SAY - ???

"THE CONTEST IS BETWEEN THE COMMANDMENTS"
"COMMANDMENTS OF MEN" - #1

We do not have to leave that REFERENCE to find: "COMMANDMENTS OF MEN!" This is "FUTURISM!" WHICH IS "PROPHECY!" All "PROPHECY!" is "FUTURISM!" If it is a PREDICTION of what is COMING in the FUTURE - that is "PROPHECY!" What else is it? If it is something that has happened ALREADY - that is "HISTORY!" Men even become ENTANGLED and cannot AGREE on "HISTORY!" much less on "PROPHECY!" "The "TIME!" is not far "DISTANT!" when "THE TEST!" will "COME!" to every soul!" T5:81. SOMETHING that is to "COME!" is not something that is "HERE!" IS IT - ??? And what is to "COME?" - a "TEST!" "THE MARK OF THE BEAST!" will be "URGED!" upon us." T5:81.

RELATIVE QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED - ???

WHAT IS "THE MARK OF THE BEAST?" and who is "US?" THE ANSWER MAY BE IN OTHER REFERENCES - so we are to "RIGHTLY DIVIDE THE WORD OF TRUTH!" And not bring in DELIGHTFUL and PLEASING "TRADITIONS!" Let's try to keep them "OUT!" And we come to SEVERAL in a HURRY!

WE HIGHLIGHT WORDS TO CATCH YOUR ATTENTION:

WE HIGHLIGHTED "URGED!" NOTICE THE DIFFERENCE. THE FIRST MOVE BY THE ENEMY IS HERE SHOWN - "THE MARK OF THE BEAST!" will be "URGED!" NOT "FORCED!" This is NOT speaking of "FORCE!" That comes LATER. We must make the DISTINCTION or we will become involved in a MAZE of CONTRADICTIONS. We put no more into this REFERENCE than is THERE. So this "TEST!" is in a "TIME!" when it will be "URGED!" Is that clear - ??? IF NOT - WHY NOT - ???

AND IT IS IN THIS "TIME!" OF "URGING!"
That the "GOLD!" will be "SEPARATED!" from the "DROSS!" in the "CHURCH!" I SHOULD HAVE HIGHLIGHTED "FROM!" because we are here running into "TRADITION!" TRADITION bends EVERYTHING to suit the "CHURCH!" (!IF WE KNOW WHAT "CHURCH!" MEANS! OR IS THERE MORE THAN ONE "CHURCH?")

ANYWAY SINCE THIS REFERENCE HAS BEEN TURNED UP-SIDE DOWN BY "TRADITION!" We are in a battle with "TRADITION!" from FIRST to LAST - and the way we are going at it - it may appear TEDIOUS to "TRADITIONALISTS!" as they have a BACK-LOG of HEARING THIS 200 TIMES OR MORE - and they are IMPATIENT to "GET AT IT!" for we "KNOW!" the ANSWER! BEGUILE "FROM!" INTONED IT TO US OVER 500 TIMES HIMSELF! So who are WE to QUESTION HIM? It is an established "FACT!" (OR IS IT - ???) FROM SAYS NOTHING BUT "GOLD!" IS LEFT - !!! When I went all across AMERICA to answer a CALL to "WASHINGTON, D.C." when I raised this QUESTION in MEETINGS Big and Small - I had ONLY-ONE-ANSWER! And it was NOT according to the "FROM DICTIONARY!" If you do not know the ANSWER - ask your "5-Year-Old!" HE WILL KNOW THE ANSWER! That if "GOLD!" is "SEPARATED FROM!" it is NOT "GOLD!" that is "LEFT!" and "IN THE CHURCH!" There are 2 following ILLUSTRATIONS that may and will throw some for a Loop - that is why we must cover ONE THING AT A TIME. And the ONE THING we are interested in NOW - if "GOLD!" is "SEPARATED FROM!" the "DROSS!" in the CHURCH - what does that LEAVE - ??? The ANSWER is as CLEAR as a BELL - !!! "GOLD!" IS NOT "LEFT!" THE "GOLD!" IS GONE - !!! OR ELSE GRAMMAR HAS NO MEANING - !!!

AT THIS POINT - November 15, 1992 -

We have been asked our OPINION of "WHAT IS BEHIND THE NEW WORLD ORDER?" said to be sponsored or SPEAR-HEADED by "CHARLES WHEELEING." THE FRONT PAGE - FIRST THING IN PRINT: "THE HIDDEN AGENDA ALMOST NO ONE DARES TO DISCUSS..."

THAT IS A LIE!
Since PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH spear-headed the IDEA - "STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESS" - LOS ANGELES TIMES, February 18, 1991 - NOTHING has RIVETED the ATTENTION of the World more than in all HISTORY on "WHAT'S BEHIND THE NEW WORLD ORDER?" They cannot get past the COVER before they utter a LIE - !!! Then, on the inside of the front cover - they start out with what they intend to give the PUBLIC - "ROMANISM - ROMANISM - ROMANISM!" This is SURE to get a RESPONSE and ROLL in the $'s. "ROMANISM - ROMANISM - ROMANISM!" And this is what Sr. WHITE SAID?

**THAT IS A LIE.......**

"A WORD TO THE READER!" p.1 - they REPEAT the LIE! "...the hidden AGENDA behind the NEW WORLD ORDER and the ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT that almost NO ONE DARES DISCUSS!" THIS IS THE WAY OF ADVENTISM - VERY DRAMATIC - CATCH THE EYE OF THE MASSES by EXAGGERATION - and ESPECIALLY on p.2 - that this is the MESSAGE of "E.G.WHITE" in her Book - "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!"

**THAT IS A LIE.......**

AND ANOTHER LIE is that this PUBLICATION is LARGELY what "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" TEACHES - !!! WE HAVE BEEN FIGHTING THIS FOR 50 YEARS AND WE ARE NOT ABOUT READY TO THROW IN THE SPONGE TO WHAT IS POPULAR AMONG "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" There is a "HIDDEN AGENDA" ALRIGHT - but it is NOT what they drag out in the open - the "AGENDA!" is still "HIDDEN!" And the SAINTS of GOD will NOT be "DECEIVED!" I found that word in the PAGE of all PAGES of the "TESTIMONIES" - "GREAT CONTROVERSY" 464 - where it SPEAKS DIRECTLY of:

****(1) "...A "MOVEMENT" SHALL COME!" GC 464. (IS THIS THAT "MOVEMENT!" THAT WE HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR - ??? THE "ORIGINAL" 1884 GC WARNS US THAT "SATAN!" "...desires to HINDER this WORK, and "BEFORE" the TIME for such a "MOVEMENT!" he (SATAN) "...will AROUSE what APPEARS to be "GREAT RELIGIOUS INTEREST!" in "THE CHURCHES!" "...MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS" (PLURAL) to be
SO WE SEE - IT IS NOT ALL JUST "CUT AND DRIED!"

But we are liable to be DECEIVED. Now the important QUESTION IS - "How can we detect the "COUNTERFEIT" from the "GENUINE - ???." Because OBVIOUSLY the MAJORITY will be DECEIVED and lose their Souls by following a SATAN-INSPIRED "COUNTERFEIT!" We will be ENCOURAGED to put GOD'S TITHE AND OFFERINGS INTO "MOVEMENTS" (PLURAL) that is but "...AN EMOTIONAL EXCITEMENT, A MINGLING OF THE "TRUE!" WITH THE "FALSE!" GC 464.

SOLD A YARD OF GOODS - AND WE THINK

IT IS THE "GENUINE!" There must be ways of telling "THE DIFFERENCE!" WHAT ARE THEY - ???. DO WE WANT TO WAKE UP AT THE END OF THE ROAD AND FIND WE FOLLOWED A "MIRAGE?" "FRAMED UP AS SOMETHING - ???." WHAT IS THE MAJOR THEME OF THIS AND RELATED "MOVEMENTS?" WE HAVE MENTIONED IT ALREADY. IT IS:

"ROMANISM!" "ROMANISM!" "ROMANISM!"

"ROMANISM!" IS THE "BIG, BAD WOLF!" - but is it - ???. "We may have LESS to say, in some LINES, in regard to the "ROMAN POWER!" and the "PAPACY!" TM 112.

SPEAKING OF THE FUTURE AND USING "PROPHECY!"

"THE COMMANDMENT-KEEPING "PEOPLE OF GOD!" ERELONG will be placed in a most TRYING POSITION...When the (UNITED STATES) "NATION!"...abandons "PROTESTANT PRINCIPLES!" and through its "LEGISLATURE" gives countenance and support to "ROMANISM!" in limiting RELIGIOUS LIBERTY, THEN, THEN, THEN, GOD WILL WORK in His own POWER for "HIS PEOPLE THAT ARE TRUE!" THE TYRANNY OF "ROME!" WILL BE EXERCISED, but Christ is our REFUGE!" TM 206.
Well, just a Minute - !!! MAYBE NOT - !!! YOU BUILD A RELIGION ON A STATEMENT OR TWO - ??? You do not want to go by the "WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE?" "We are to be as SHEEP in the midst of WOLVES...The Lord has NOT given "HIS PEOPLE" the work of making a "TIRADE!" against those who are transgressing HIS LAW. In NO CASE are we to make a "RAID!" on THE OTHER CHURCHES." T9:236. And what we see right now is a "TIRADE!" against "ROMANISM!" If you have ever seen it! LAY THEIR HANDS ON ANYTHING to "PROVE!" that "ROMANISM!" is the BIG BAD WOLF! BUT IS IT - ??? I can tell you in ONE SENTENCE what is WORSE than "ROMANISM!" but have some PATIENCE of the SAINTS - we will come to it. What we are dealing with is "TRADITION!" The TEACHING of a certain CLASS that have an AXE TO GRIND - want ATTENTION taken AWAY from THEMSELVES.

WHAT WE WANT TO LOOK FOR IS:

(1) DANIEL SAW over and over again - "TILL THE END BE!" "AT THE END OF THE DAYS!" "TO THE TIME OF THE END!" "WHAT SHALL BEFALL THY PEOPLE IN THE LATTER DAYS!" If we are speaking in "TESTIMONY LANGUAGE!" we would say - what will happen in the "OMEGA!" AS FAR AS THE LORD WILL LET THEM GO - !!! Before He calls a HALT as shown above in TM 206.

(2) THE QUESTION WE WANT ANSWERED IS THE FIRST THING A JUDGE WOULD ASK - "WHO STARTED IT?" There is TROUBLE, YES. But who STARTED IT - ???. WHO SPEAR-HEADED IT - ???. TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM SAYS: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" and they will BEND HEAVEN AND EARTH TO "PROVE IT!" But what if they are DEAD WRONG - ???. WHAT IF THE BOOKS SAY: "ROMANISM in the OLD WORLD, and APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM in the NEW!" 1884 GC 445. GC 616.

DO YOU LET "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM"

GET AWAY "SCOT-FREE - ???." "ADVENTISM" is FREE to
THIS WHEELING FALSE ALARM - "WOLF! WOLF!"

A DOG THAT DOES NOT BARK - THE PENALTY IS "DEATH!"
A DOG THAT ALERTS THE ESTATE - RUNS OFF IN THE WRONG DIRECTION -
THUS ALLOWING THE WOLVES TO COME IN FROM ANOTHER QUARTER -
THE PENALTY ALSO IS "DEATH!"
AND WHY NOT - ???

WATCHMEN OR WATCH-DOGS WHO ALERT THE ESTATE FROM
THE WRONG DIRECTION - THUS ALLOWING THE ENEMY TO
COME IN FROM THE QUARTER THAT IS LEFT UNGUARDED - THE
PENALTY IS "DEATH!"

- INSERT PAGE ONE -
PUTTING ON A MASSIVE "FALSE ALARM!"
BENEFITS NO ONE - THIS IS NOT GIVING
"EVENTS!! IN THEIR "OVER!!"

ALERTING THE CHURCH AND THE WORLD - (ONE MILLION
COPIES ACROSS CANADA ALONE - !!!) TO A FALSE ALARM!
LEAVING THE BILLY GRAHAM "EVANGELICAL ELEMENT!"
ABSOLUTELY FREE TO "PREPARE!" THE WAY WITH ADVENTISM
BUSY YAPPING AT "ROMANISM!" FOR NO BETTER REASON
THAN THAT IT IS "POPULAR!" BECAUSE IF YOU WANT TO GO
BY THE WRITINGS:

(OMEGA! SM 1:204-5.) "SO APOSTASY IN
"ROMANISM?" IN "THE CHURCH!!" WILL PREPARE
THE WAY FOR "THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!"

GC 444.

THE NEXT PAGE READS:
"THE "IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" REPRESENTS THAT
FORM OF "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!" WHICH WILL
BE DEVELOPED WHEN THE "PROTESTANT CHURCHES!"
SEEK THE AID OF THE "CIVIL POWER!" FOR THE
"ENFORCEMENT!" OF THEIR DOGMAS!" GC 445. (278.)

(WHEELING has messed up the PAGING in his Book
to further confuse the issue. He has this on p.441-2.)
(So anyone LOOKING for a QUOTATION would be hard put
to find it. WHAT A MESS!)

INSERT PAGE TWO
"Hear ye this, O PRIESTS...for the SPIRIT of WHOREDOMS is in the midst of them...They shall go with their FLOCKS and HERDS to seek the Lord; but they shall NOT FIND HIM; He hath WITHDRAWN HIMSELF FROM THEM!" HOSEA 5:1,6.

ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED IN HARMONY WITH HOSEA - THEY WILL HAVE SO MANY FOLLOWERS THEY WILL BE REFERRED TO AS: "FLOCKS AND HERDS!" (THOUGHTLESS ANIMALS!) THEREFORE:

"If we are FIRMLY FIXED upon the "PRESENT TRUTH!!" and have our HOPE, like an ANCHOR of the SOUL, CAST WITHIN THE SECOND VAIL, the various WINDS of FALSE DOCTRINE and ERROR cannot move us. The EXCITEMENTS and FALSE REFORMATIONS do not move us...and now we CERTAINLY EXPECT that "THEY!" will go with their "FLOCKS!" "TO SEEK THE LORD!" but they shall not find Him; He hath WITHDRAWN HIMSELF (WITHIN THE SECOND VAIL) FROM THEM!" The Lord has shown me that the "POWER!" which is with "THEM!" is a mere HUMAN INFLUENCE, and NOT the "POWER-OF-GOD!!"...I SAW THAT OUR MESSAGE was NOT to the SHEPHERDS who had led the FLOCK ASTRAY, (WE DO NOT RUN TO WILSON - WIELAND - WHEELING - FOLKENBERG - SAUTRON - SESSLER - BUHLER - ALLEBACK - LEMKE - FERRELL - BRINSMEAD - FORD - BEGGING them to: "PLEASE COME BACK!" TO-THE-FAITH! NO!)

"OUR MESSAGE WAS NOT TO THE SHEPHERDS WHO HAD LED THE FLOCK ASTRAY, but to the POOR, HUNGRY, SCATTERED SHEEP! in HOPE, E.G.WHITE. "THE PRESENT TRUTH" p.64.

THIS PUTS AN END - to the PHARISAICAL DEMAND if we have some "NEW LIGHT!" or OBJECT TO THEIR TEACHING - the PHARISEES of this COMMUNE DEMAND us to come to THEM for their AUGUST "PERMISSION!! before we TEACH IT - !!! IS THAT WHAT THE ABOVE CALLS FOR - ??? WE DO NOT BOW

- INSERT PAGE THREE -
TO THEM!!! WE WAIT FOR THE DAY WHEN THEY WILL "BOW!!" TO US!!! EW 15. WTF 12,15.

WHAT IS AT ISSUE HERE IN THIS COMPLEX SITUATION - the EXCITEMENT is DRAWING MEANS

AWAY from what might be GOD'S WORK to SATAN'S FALSE ALARM - so the TRUTH is hung on the SCAFFOLD - and the ERROR takes over MEANS and PRESSES and ENERGY - for WHAT - ??? For NOTHING - !!! Only a HINDRANCE whose END is DEATH. There will be NO BLESSING OF GOD for the ERRORS of the DEVIL APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM BEING THE NEXT DANGER IN AMERICA - that is NOT "ROMANISM!" Let's conclude with these words: "WHEELING IS A FALSE PROPHET!" He holds the LANTERN for the REAL WOLF-PACK - !!! Saying: "PEACE! PEACE!" when there is NO PEACE! GOD IS GOING TO STEP IN THIS PICTURE AND VINDICATE THE RIGHT SIDE - !!! WOE BE TO THOSE ON THE WRONG SIDE - !!! How about YOU - ???
CONDEMN "ROMANISM!" Where is their LITERATURE taking after "BILLY GRAHAM!" who is OPENLY called the "CHIEF ORGANIZER FOR THE NCC & WCC!" HE WROTE IN THE "SATURDAY EVENING POST" YEARS AGO - "FREEDOM OF RELIGION DOES NOT MEAN FREEDOM FROM RELIGION!" HE WAS THE CHIEF ONE THAT GOT GEORGE BUSH AND 2,000 TO 2,500 "ADVENTISTS!" INVOLVED IN THE "GULF WAR!" THIS BLOODY MAN IS YOUR HERO? WITH THE BLOOD OF MILLIONS ON HIS HANDS - !!! For that built up a HATRED in the ARAB WORLD that is not settled YET - !!! "He that LIVES by the SWORD!" A WAR that could have been SETTLED by OTHER MEANS. BILLY GRAHAM SAID: "NO!" OVER 2,000 ADVENTISTS SAID: "NO!" We have NOT heard the END of THAT - !!! "BLESSSED ARE THE PEACE-MAKERS!"

"ROMANISM IN THE OLD WORLD - APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM IN THE NEW!"

You can HOLLER: "ROMANISM!" all you like - you will NEVER CHANGE THAT - !!! AND THERE IS SOMETHING ELSE YOU WILL NEVER CHANGE - !!!

YOU CAN HOLLER FROM NOW TILL "DOOMSDAY!"

THE 144,000 "ADVENTISTS!" will become so PURE - so HOLY - 144,000 OF THEM WILL GIVE THE "LOUD CRY!" and bring in that "MULTITUDE!" THAT NO "HOUTEFF!" CAN "NUMBER!" Yet "IT IS WRITTEN" - they will go into the "OMEGA!" of APOSTASY and KEEP "SUNDAY!" and NOT THE "CATHOLICS!" BUT THE "ADVENTIST SUNDAY-KEEPERS!" will become "THE MOST BITTER ENEMIES OF THEIR FORMER BRETHREN!" AND GO TO THE "CATHOLICS!" TO PASS THE "DEATH DECREES!" ON THEIR "FORMER BRETHREN!" MAGAN AND SPAULDING p.1,2. 1884 GC 426. GC 608. (And 20 more!)

THERE IS A SPLIT BETWEEN THE "WISE!" AND THE "FOOLISH!"

"SATAN WILL EXCITE INDIGNATION AGAINST THE HUMBLE MINORITY!" WHO CONSCIENTIOUSLY REFUSE TO ACCEPT "POPULAR CUSTOMS!" (X-MASS - EASTER - SUNDAY!) AND "TRADITIONS!" MEN OF POSITION AND REPUTATION WILL "JOIN!" WITH THE "LAWLESS!" (DO THEY NOT SAY THE "LAW!"
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CANNOT/NEED NOT BE KEPT - ???) THE "LAWLESS!" AND THE "VILE!" TO TAKE COUNSEL AGAINST "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" (NOT "ADVENTISTS!" OF T1:181 but "PEOPLE OF GOD!" OF T1:179,183!) WEALTH, GENIUS, EDUCATION, WILL COMBINE TO COVER THEM WITH "CONTEMPT!" PERSECUTING RULERS, MINISTERS, and CHURCH MEMBERS will CONSPIRE AGAINST THEM. WITH VOICE AND PEN, BY BOASTS, THREATS, AND RIDICULE, they will seek to OVERTHROW their "FAITH!" BY FALSE REPRESENTATION and ANGRY APPEALS (DOESN'T SOUND LIKE THE "WILL ROSS" STATEMENT - does it? Where the LEADERSHIP "DISAPPEAR!" and are never seen again! When they FOLLOW them right into the 6th PLAGUE - "VOICE OF GOD" HOUR! "DEATH DECREET" PHARISEES!)

"BY FALSE REPRESENTATIONS AND ANGRY APPEALS -

they will STIR UP the "PASSIONS!" of the people. Not having a "THUS SAITH THE SCRIPTURES!"...On this BATTLEFIELD comes the LAST GREAT CONFLICT...By the DECREE "ENFORCING!" the INSTITUTION of the "PAPACY!"...OUR NATION will disconnect herself fully from "RIGHTEOUSNESS!" WHEN "PROTESTANTISM!" shall stretch HER HAND across the GULF to grasp the HAND of THE ROMAN POWER, (WHO MAKES THE MOVE - ???) "ROMANISM - ???) when "SHE!" (PROTESTANTISM!) shall reach over the "ABYSSI!" to clasp HANDS with "SPIRITUALISM" when, under the INFLUENCE of this THRE]FOLD UNION, OUR COUNTRY shall repudiate EVERY PRINCIPLE of its CONSTITUTION as a "PROTESTANT!" and "REPUBLICAN!" GOVERNMENT, and shall make PROVISION for the PROPAGATION of "PAPAL FALSEHOODS!" and "DELUSIONS!" - THEN, THEN, THEN we may know that the "TIME!" has come for the MARVELOUS WORKING OF SATAN and that the END-IS-NEAR!"...the ANGEL of MERCY is about to take her flight - NEVER TO RETURN!" T5:450-1. RH 5:390. T1:259.

WE HAVE TO CUT THIS SHORT -

"TO BE CONTINUED!" in another "SPECIAL PAPER!" BUT ONE LAST REVELATION where these people find their EXCUSE to RAIL at: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" Because they CHANGED this in your HOO-DOO BOOK - not WILLING to RECOGNIZE that the BOOKS-HAVE-BEEN-CHANGED - !!!
WE HAVE SHOWN WHERE "SHE" (PROTESTANTISM!)

SPEAR-HEADED THIS! AND THEY "CHANGED!!" IT TO "THEY!"
ISN'T THAT NICE - ??? THE ORIGINAL SAID "SHE!"
(PROTESTANTISM) goes to "SPIRITUALISM!" and "SHE!"
(PROTESTANTISM) also is the one that goes to "ROMANISM!"
BUT THEY CHANGED THAT IN YOUR GC 588 to read that "THEY!" "PROTESTANTISM!" and "SPIRITUALISM!" BOTH
TOGETHER OFFER THEIR SERVICES TO: "ROMANISM!" "THEY!"
WILL REACH OVER THE ABYSS TO CLASP HANDS WITH THE
"ROMAN POWER!" Your GC 588. (DOES "ROMANISM!" COME -
???) WHO COMES - ???

ROMANISM and JUDAISM HAVE EVER BEEN AT LOGGERHEADS

- WHICH ONE IS BLEEDING THIS COUNTRY DRY TO FUEL THE
"COUNTERFEIT STATE OF ISRAEL!" - ???? IS IT "ROMANISM!"
or "COMMUNISM!" - ??? IF JOHN OSBORNE CONSORTIUM
WANTS TO GO AND "PROVE!" what "ROMANISM!" is up to -
how about going to "SOMALIA!" and "PROVE!" what "COMMUNISM!" is up to - !!! Where CANADA trying to save
1,000,000 LIVES IS SENDING A SPECIAL SHIP WITH FOOD AND
MEDICINE WITH MILITARY TROOPS TO SEE THAT IT REACHES
THE PEOPLE AND NOT "COMMUNIST!" REBELS! "COMMUNISM!"
THE BASTARD OFFSPRING OF "ROMANISM!" and "JUDAISM!"
OR DO WE LET "PROTESTANTISM!" and "JUDAISM!" ESCAPE -
??? WHO IS RUNNING THIS CHURCH - ??? DO WE STRAP
ON THE "AMMUNITION BELT!" OR DO WE HEAD FOR THE HILLS
AT THE "SIGNS!" THE LORD GIVES - ???

"AS HE WARNED HIS DISCIPLES OF

"JERUSALEM'S DESTRUCTION!" giving them a "SIGN!" that they
might make their "ESCAPE!" so He has warned "HIS PEOPLE!"
of the Day of FINAL DESTRUCTION, and given them "SIGNS!"
of its approach, that all who will may "FLEE!" from the
"WRATH!" to come!" 1884 GC 38.

NOW TURN AND LOOK AT YOUR FAKE BOOK -

IF YOU PUT THIS ON A CHART - MAKE A CARD WITH TWO
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WORDS ON IT - "THE WORLD!" and HASTEN THAT OVER "HIS PEOPLE!" - that is the way they FIXED UP YOUR GC 36. REAL GOOD - !!!

FOR "HIS PEOPLE" TO "FLEE!" AND WHEN TO "FLEE!" THAT IS UNDERSTANDABLE. BUT "WHERE?" IS "THE WORLD!" TO "FLEE!" TO - THE "MOON?" NO WONDER THE WORLD MOCKS - SNEERS - AND JEERS - AT THOSE WHO ARE SO MENTAL AS TO GO BY "ELLEN G. WHITE!" BECAUSE SHE "CONTRADICTS!" HERSELF. (OR DOES SHE - ???)

IS "ROMANISM!" THE REAL DANGER - ???
OR IS "ADVENTISM?" REV. 16:16 lumps

SPIRITUALISM - ROMANISM - ADVENTISM - TOGETHER.

REV. 19:20-1.
SAYS THEY WILL BE "CAST" INTO THE SAME "LAKE OF FIRE!" "TOGETHER!"

SELAH.

ANN JUST PHONED - NOVEMBER 17, 1992 -

We were asked to EVALUATE: "WHAT'S BEHIND THE NEW WORLD ORDER?" by "IBE, INC. Dept, NP, Box 352, Jemison, AL 35085-0352. THAT IS: "CHARLES WHEELING" and that "PROVES!" -

VANCE FERRELL IS DEAD WRONG - !!!
When he was SWEATING because "CHARLES WHEELING" had given up "ADVENTISM!" He is "INS!" "ADVENTISM!" deeper than he has even been in his Life! Because a PAPER that came WITH THAT 80-PAGE PUBLICATION ADMITS he is doing this IN HARMONY with "FAITHFUL ADVENTISTS!" that have contributed $75,000.00 and MUCH MORE SINCE 1989 and the PUBLICATION ITSELF lists ADVENTISTS in AUSTRALIA - ENGLAND - CANADA who are AS ONE TO DISTRIBUTE "MILLIONS OF COPIES" of this PUBLICATION and the "GREAT CONTROVERSY" THEY ARE SELLING FOR $8.95 (CANADIAN) is the 1911 EDITION! So VANCE FERRELL did not have to have near a "HEART ATTACK" because CHARLES WHEELING had "LEFT!" TRADITIONAL (OR HISTORIC) ADVENTISM - !!! NO SUCH THING - !!! And the same applies to JOHN OSBORNE and his CONSORTIUM who are all UNITED in taking after the BIG BAD WOLF:

"ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!"

THE BIGGEST DRIVE IN THE HISTORY OF "ADVENTISM!"

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

AS OF THIS DATE WE KNOW OF NOT ONE "20-YEAR" ADVENTIST PREACHER - THAT HAS COME INTO "REFORM!"

FOR NO OTHER REASON THAT TO RAISE "MILLIONS!" of "DOLLARS!" from "STUPID REFORM!"

(FROM ONE BOOK ALONE!)

""i SAW THAT SOME OF "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" ARE "STUPID!" AND "DORMANT!" AND BUT HALF "AWAKE!" (READ ON!) EW 48.

"....sinking down in a "CARELESS!" (T1:180,181.) "STUPID! STATE..."CARELESS!" "INDIFFERENT!" STATE, unable to ENDURE TEMPTATIONS and RESIST the ENEMY!...." 111. "And as NEARLY ALL AROUND US are being ENVELOPED in the THICK
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DARKNESS OF ERROR AND DELUSION, it becomes us to SHAKE OFF "STUPIDITY!" 104. "SHOULD we be "STUPID!" and "CARELESS?" 113. "STUPIDITY!" like "LETHARGY!" seemed to hang upon the MINDS of "MOST!" of those who "PROFESS!" 119. "BABYLON IS FALLEN, IS FALLEN!"...But MANY seemed to REMAIN in a "STUPID!" STATE, as if "ASLEEP!"...IN THE "TARRYING TIME!"...As "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" UNITED in the Cry of the "SECOND ANGEL!" 247.

WHAT IS OUR GREATEST PROOF THAT THIS - GREAT ONSLAUGHT AGAINST "ROMANISM!" IS A FALSE ALARM - IT IS DIVERTING ATTENTION FROM THE REAL DANGER! 1,000,000 COPIES OF THAT "ABOMINATION!" ALL ACROSS CANADA - DRAWING MEANS FROM OUR OWN PEOPLE - ARE BUT "DECOYS OF SATAN!"

HERE IS ELLEN WHITE - WHAT IS THE LAST MINUTE "OMEGA!" DANGER - ??? "I SAW THAT THE TWO-HORNED "BEAST!" HAD A "DRAGON'S!" MOUTH..."HE IS FULL OF ANGER BECAUSE HE CANNOT BIND "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" INTO "BUNDLES!" WITH THE WORLD...placed upon THEMSELVES the BRAND OF "ANTICHRIST!", and are represented as the "DRAGON"! WHO GOES TO MAKE "WAR!" WITH THE "SAINTS!" - with those who "KEEP!" the "COMMANDMENTS!" and who "HAVE THE FAITH OF JESUS!" In their ENMITY against "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" they show themselves GUILTY also of the CHOICE of "BARABBAS!" instead of "CHRIST!" TM 39. RH 3:77. SERIES B:8.9.

"I SAW THAT THE TWO-HORNED "BEAST!" had a "DRAGON'S!" mouth, and that his "POWER!" was in his "HEAD!" and that the "DECREES!" would go OUT-OF-HIS-MOUTH. Then I saw the "MOTHER OF HARLOTS!" that the "MOTHER!" was NOT the "DAUGHTERS!" but SEPARATE and DISTINCT from THEM. "SHE-HAS-HAD-HER-DAY and it is "PAST!" and her "DAUGHTERS!" the "PROTESTANT SECTS!" were the "NEXT!" to come on the STAGE and act out the SAME MIND that the "MOTHER HAD!" when SHE persecuted the SAINTS. I saw that
as the MOTHER has been DECLINING IN POWER, the
DAUGHTERS (BILLY GRAHAM THE ADVENTIST "SAINT!") HAD
BEEN GROWING, and SOON THEY WILL EXERCISE THE POWER
ONCE EXERCISED BY THE "MOTHER!"

"I SAW THE NOMINAL (BY "NAME!" ONLY) CHURCH (NOTHING
LEFT BUT THE "NAME!"") NOMINAL CHURCH AND "NOMINAL
ADVENTISTS!" (PHARISEES AND SADDUCEES! ADVENTISTS
AND AWAKENERS!) LIKE "JUDAS!" (T5:690-1) LIKE "JUDAS!"
(GO BACK TO THE OLD CHURCH FOR "30 PIECES OF SILVER!")
LIKE "JUDAS!" would betray us TO-THE-"CATHOLICS!"

OH YES! YOU COULD SNEER AT US WHEN
WE SAW THIS IN 1932 - EXACTLY 60 YEARS AGO - !!!

BUT ARE YOU STILL SNEERING - ???
$500.00 per DAY FINES! NO LET UP!
"FOLKENBERG!" or no "FOLKENBERG!"
OVER 3/4's of a MILLION $'s TO CATHOLIC and AFFILIATED LAWYERS
"ROCKS!" IN THE HEAD EXPLAINS IT ALL IN
THE "ADVENTIST REVIEW!"

"LIKE "JUDAS!" WOULD BETRAY US TO THE "CATHOLICS!" (So
they HATE the CATHOLICS - do they - ???) (THE DOG LICKS
THE BOOT THAT KICKED HIM!) "THOSE DUMB DOGS!" T5:211.
WOULD BETRAY US TO THE CATHOLICS TO OBTAIN THEIR
"INFLUENCE!" TO COME AGAINST THE "TRUTH!"

AND THE END OF THIS PICTURE - ???

"THEN - THEN - THEN the "CATHOLICS!" bid the
"PROTESTANTS" (SUNDAY-KEEPING ADVENTISTS! GC 608) TO
GO FORWARD (THIS IS IN THE TIME OF THE PLAGUES!) AND
ISSUE A "DECREE!" that all who will not observe the FIRST
DAY OF THE WEEK, instead of the SEVENTH DAY, shall be
"SLAIN!" And the CATHOLICS, whose NUMBERS are LARGE,
will stand by the "PROTESTANTS!" THE CATHOLICS will give
their power to "THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST!" (SO APOSTASY
IN THE CHURCH WILL PREPARE THE WAY FOR "THE IMAGE TO
THE BEAST!" GC 444.) And the "PROTESTANTS!" will work as their "MOTHER!" WORKED BEFORE THEM TO "DESTROY THE SAINTS!" BUT BEFORE THEIR "DECREES!" - BUT BEFORE THEIR "DECREES!" - BUT BEFORE THEIR "DECREES!" BRING OR BEAR FRUIT - THE "SAINTS!" WILL BE DELIVERED BY "THE VOICE OF GOD!" MAGEN (MAGAN) AND SPAULDING, p.1,2. "LEAVES OF AUTUMN" ($27.00 U.S.) (Ask for 499-page book.) - P.O. Box 440, Payson, ARIZ. 85547.

NOT CALLED: "SAINTS!" UNTIL AFTER THEY ARE "SEALED!"

"THE 'SAINTS!' WILL THEN BE...

AN OBSCURE PEOPLE, LITTLE KNOWN TO THE CATHOLICS!" MAGEN and SPAULDING p.1. THAT IS NOT - "ADVENTISTS!" They are WELL KNOWN to the "CATHOLICS!" AT THE PAPAL COUNCIL - the "NAME!" went up on the BOARD - THE "ADVENTISTS!" are HERE! MAXWELL BOASTED THAT HE SAT SO MANY FEET FROM "HIS HOLINESS!" "WHAT'S BEHIND THE "NEW WORLD ORDER" and the CHANGED "GREAT CONTROVERSY" has "ROMANISM!" employing "SPIRITUALISM!" because the CATHOLICS always made a big thing of "APPARITIONS!" and "MIRACLES!" BUT THAT IS A LIE - !!!

THE NEW "POWER!" AND "MIRACLES!"

THAT WILL "ASTOUND THE BEAST!" comes on those that are "SEALED!" FIRST - and who are "SEALED!" FIRST - ???

"JUDGMENT MUST COMMENCE WITH "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!"

"WE ARE WARNED that in the Last Days (SATAN) will work with "SIGNS!" and "LYING WONDERS!" And he will continue these "WONDERS!" until the "CLOSE OF PROBATION!" (DID SOME ONE FOOL YOU ON THAT POINT?)...We are coming right upon the "TIME!" (FUTURISM!) when SATAN is to WORK with all manner of "BEWITCHING INFLUENCES!" and those who are "CHARMED!" with them "NOW!" or give them the LEAST COUNTERANCE "NOW!" will be all READY to be SWEPT RIGHT IN to ACT a PART with the DEVIL "THEN!"...He will cause "FIRE!" to come down from Heaven in the sight of men. He is to work "MIRACLES!" and this WONDERFUL "MIRACLE-WORKING POWER!" is to sweep in the WHOLE WORLD!" SM 2:51.
DID ANYONE TELL YOU THE ADVENTISTS ARE SEEKING THIS "POWER!" FROM "HELL AND PORK PRIESTS" OF "PENTECOSTALISM" - ???

"THESE WORKS OF APPARENT "HEALING!" WILL BRING "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" TO THE "TEST!" ...THOSE WHO LOOK FOR "MIRACLES!" AS A "SIGN!" OF "DIVINE GUIDANCE!" ARE IN GRAVE DANGER OF DECEPTION. It is stated in the Word that the ENEMY will work THROUGH HIS AGENTS who have "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!" and THEY will seemingly work "MIRACLES!" even to the bringing down of "FIRE!" out of Heaven in the Sight of men.

(CAN YOU IMAGINE WILSON AND CARTER OF AUSTRALIA TRYING THAT WITH 300 NINNIES IN 1988 - ??? But the "TIME!" was not YET! It must WAIT till the "SEALING!")

"BY MEANS OF "LYING WONDERS!" SATAN will deceive, if possible - the very ELECT!" SM 2:53-4. MM 88. (And a Dozen more!) THAT IT IS THOSE WHO HAVE "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!" THAT SATAN WILL SO HONOR - !!! IS THAT "ROMANISM?" IS THAT "BILLY GRAHAM?" WHAT "FAITH!" WILL THEY DEPART "FROM?" CLEAR AS THE NOSE ON YOUR FACE -

"SD APOSTASY IN "THE CHURCH!" WILL PREPARE THE WAY FOR "THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444. 1884 GC 278 to 383.

♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

FOR "ROCKS-IN-THE-HEAD" - BOOT-BLACK AND SPITTOON-CUSTODIAN FOR "WILSON" AND "FOLKENBERG" TO LEGITIMIZE THEIR SCANDALOUS RESORT TO "COURTS!"
"...SOME, when God reproves them for wanting their own WAY - make "THE WORLD!" their CONFIDENCE, and bring "CHURCH MATTERS!" before the WORLD for DECISION. THEN...CHRIST IS CRUCIFIED AFRESH AND PUT TO OPEN SHAME. THOSE CHURCH MEMBERS WHO APPEAR TO THE COURTS OF THE WORLD SHOW THAT THEY HAVE CHOSEN "THE WORLD!" AS THEIR "JUDGE!" AND THEIR "NAMES!" ARE REGISTERED IN HEAVEN AS ONE WITH "UNBELIEVERS!" ELLEN G. WHITE. MANUSCRIPT 64, 1898. From: "THE REMNANT CHURCH" P.O. Box 284, Spring City, TN. 37381-0284.

"SPITTOON-CUSTODIAN" ALSO SAT IN THE PAPAL CHAIR TO RAILROAD THREE MEDICS IN THE "LLU" SCANDAL ACCORDING TO "SPECTRUM!"

HE LIKES THE "IRON-FIST" OF "LAW!"

"WHEN "BRETHREN!" (some "BRETHREN!") manifest the SPIRIT OF THE "DRAGON!" TO MAKE "WAR!" UPON THOSE WHO BELIEVE THAT GOD HAS COMMUNICATED "LIGHT!" AND "COMFORT!" TO THEM THROUGH THE "TESTIMONIES!" IT IS "TIME!" - IT IS "TIME!" - IT IS "TIME!" FOR THE "BRETHREN!" AND "SISTERS!" TO ASSERT THEIR "LIBERTY!" AND PERFECT FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE!" T4:245-6. T5:462. T1:341. B7:61. (And 20 More!)

WE SHOULD ACKNOWLEDGE IN THE "CHARLES WHEELING" ONSLAUGHT AROUND THE WORLD

TO POPULARIZE "ROMANISM" AS THE "BIG BAD WOLF!" and all the NINNIES that seem to FALL FOR it and their PLANS to raise $11,340,000.00 under various PSEUDONYMS - "MISSION AMERICA" - "MISSION WORLD" - "MISSION CANADA" - "FOUR WINDS PUBLICATIONS" - WE ARE ACTUALLY ALERTED TO THIS BY "JANET RICHARDSON" of "FAR EASTERN CANADA." at a Time when I was recuperating from a "CATARACT" operation and fell far behind in my obligations. When 2 BRETHREN came here just now from "FAR WESTERN CANADA" (VANCOUVER ISLAND) and wanted to know what was "WRONG!" with this
PROJECT - a "ZEAL!" not according to "KNOWLEDGE!" crying: "WOLF! WOLF!" When the REAL WOLF is coming from another DIRECTION.

FROM WHAT DIRECTION - ???

WE HAVE POINTED THIS OUT 100 TIMES - !!! "AND WHAT DO WE SEE JUST AHEAD - ??? ANOTHER GENERAL COUNCIL - !!! A WORLD'S CONVENTION! "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE!" (HARDLY SOUNDS LIKE "ROMANISM!" - DOES IT - ???) "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE!" and "UNIVERSAL CREED!" GC 443.

DO WE UNDERSTAND ENGLISH - ???

"...and after a certain "TIME!" to put them to "DEATH!" "ROMANISM!" IN THE OLD WORLD and "APPOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!" in the "NEW!" 1884 GC 446. (EXACTLY THE SAME! Your GC 615-6.)

THAT IS "PROPHECY!" - 1884

But if you did not want to BELIEVE: "PROPHECY!" You could have believed: "HISTORY!" And "HISTORY" tells us that "BILLY GRAHAM!" (Adventist "SAINT!" since "WIELAND!" welched to get his credentials back!) "BILLY BEGUILE GRAHAM!" HAS BEEN RIDING HIGH IN THE ADVENTIST SADDLE! SO THEY COULD NOT POSSIBLY EXPOSE HIM! NOT IF YOU ARE A SLAVE TO MEN'S OPINION!

SHOVELING UNDER ADVENTIST HISTORICAL CORPSES -

HISTORY RECORDS - "BILLY GRAHAM" THE WORLD'S FOREMOST "EVANGELICAL!" AT A COST OF 1½ MILLION $'s in 1966 called this "EVANGELICAL!" CONVENTION TO BERLIN, GERMANY AND (DOG-CATCHER) ROY A. ANDERSON WAS THERE WITH BELLS ON! AS HEAD OF THE ADVENTIST SEMINARY! (WONDER THAT HE WOULD BE THE HEAD OF ANYTHING BUT THE "DOG-CATCHER'S UNION!" HIS RECOMMENDING THE WORST "LAW-HATERS!" IN THE WORLD - SDA MINISTERS WOULD GET "MINISTERIAL CREDITS!" FOR
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READING THAT LIBELOUS WORTHLESS TRASH and using it for "SERMONS" and "WEDNESDAY NIGHT PRAYER MEETINGS!"

OH! HOW I LIKE THIS:

"THE FALSE SHEPHERDS HAD BEEN THE SIGNAL OBJECTS OF JEHOVAH'S ("LOVE UNCONDITIONAL?" JEHOVAH'S WRATH! Their EYES had CONSUMED away in their HOLES, and their TONGUES in their MOUTHS, while they STOOD-UPON-THEIR- FEET!" EW 289,290. (Quoted from "THE NORTHERN WATCHDOG!" No. 17, 1991. p.21. Qld., AUSTRALIA.)

SOME NUGGETS OF TRUTH:

***(1) There will be a "SEALING!"
***(2) BEGINNING in "ADVENTISM!"
***(3) BEGINNING in "AMERICA!"
***(4) SOME RECEIVE "THE MARK OF THE BEAST!"
***(5) THERE ARE 2 "BEASTS!" RIGHT IN THE SUBJECT WE ARE DEALING WITH!
***(6) THERE IS A "BEAST!" AND "THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST!"
***(7) THE ADVENTISTS SPEAR-HEAD: "THE IMAGE OF!" GC 444.
***(8) (HERE IT IS IN A NUT-SHELL!) "THE BEAST WITH LAMB-LIKE HORNS" SPEAKS WITH THE "VOICE OF A DRAGON!" AND "EXERCISED ALL THE POWER OF THE "FIRST BEAST!" BEFORE HIM!...BY THIS "FIRST BEAST!" IS REPRESENTED THE ROMAN CHURCH."..."THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" REPRESENTS "ANOTHER RELIGIOUS BODY!"...THEN THE "TRUE CHURCH!" WILL BE ASSAILED BY ("ROMANISM?" NO!"")...THE "BEAST WITH LAMB-LIKE HORNS" COMMANDS "ALL, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, TO RECEIVE A "MARK" in their RIGHT HAND, or in their FOREHEADS; and that NO MAN might BUY OR SELL, save he that had the "MARK!" or the "NAME!" (SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST NAME!) or the "NUMBER!" of his "NAME!" 1884 GC 277-9.

ELLN WHITE - NOT ACCEPTABLE TO

"VICARIUS FILII DEI." (666)

MANY ADVENTIST WRITERS CHALLENGED THAT! THEY SAY IT IS: "FIDDLE–FADDLE!!" It does not make 666 – !!! Just another "URIAH SMITH HOAX!!" ANYWAY EVEN IF IT DID – we go by "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" (SOME EVEN MAKE: "ELLEN G. WHITE!!" into 666 – !!!) "...then will PROTESTANT AMERICA have formed an "IMAGE!!" of the ROMAN HIERARCHY ...PROTESTANT CHURCHES!!" 1884 GC 278. (445.)

KEEP ON THE MAILING LIST

SOME WILL BE THROWN FOR A LOOP

BECAUSE THEY SEE

***(1) OFFICIAL "ADVENTISM!!" USING "CATHOLIC" (AND AFFILIATED!!) LAWYERS – paying them over 3/4 MILLION $’s NOT to use that WONDERFUL "NAME!!" THAT THESE SAME LAWYERS "COPYRIGHTED!!" AND THIS WAS "PREDICTED!!" BY ELLEN G. WHITE IN MAGEN–SPAULDING.

***(2) AT THE SAME TIME "ADVENTISTS" would be putting on a WORLD–WIDE DRIVE TO "PROVE!!" THAT THE SAME "ELLEN WHITE!!" PREDICTED THAT "THE BEAST!!" (ROMANISM!!) WOULD LEAD THE WHOLE WORLD INTO "PERSECUTING" THE "SAINTS!!" AS THEY DID IN THE "DARK AGES!!" NOW HOW CAN "BOTH!!" PREDICTIONS BY THE "SAME ELLEN WHITE!!" BE TRUE – ???

***(3) UNDER THIS "ITEM #3" – we want to POINT OUT that it is "NOT!!" "OFFICIAL ADVENTISM!!" that is SPONSORING THIS "ROMANISM!! ROMANISM!!" CAMPAIGN!!
THEY ARE FIGHTING IT AROUND THE WORLD! BUT THESE ARE AN "ANARCHIST-INSURGENT" ELEMENT of the CHARLES WHEELING - JOHN OSBORNE TYPE - that the STANDISH-FERRELL "SADDUCEES" HARDLY KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH - (NOR "THE CHURCH!!" EITHER!)

THE PROGRAM THEY PUT ON -

IS EXCITING - LIKE "KORAH, DATHAN AND ABI RAM" THEY ARE SURE TO HAVE THE MAJORITY EATING OUT OF THEIR HAND - and it will be first the "EARTHQUAKES!" of God that will SLOW THEM UP - take some of the STEAM out of their misguided "ZEAL!" but by then it will be TOO LATE! KEEP ON THE MAILING LIST - WE WILL DEVELOP THIS THEME - for we know - they are as WRONG-AS-THE-DEVIL - !!! IT IS NOT "ROMANISM!!" even though all SIGNS seem to INDICATE IT! It is still GC 444-5. 1884 GC 278. (NATURALLY you use that as a FOCAL POINT and go BACK and FORTH from there.)

HOW SERIOUS IS THIS - ???

"Those who have been REGARDED as "WORTHY!" and "RIGHTEOUS!" (THEY ARE THE FIRST TO TELL YOU SO!) PROVE TO BE "RINGLEADERS!" IN APOSTASY!" AND EXAMPLES IN "INDIFFERENCE!"...THEIR WICKED COURSE HE WILL TOLERATE NO LONGER, and in His "WRATH!" HE DEALS WITH THEM WITHOUT MERCY! (I THINK IF THE LORD SAYS: "WITHOUT MERCY!" I THINK HE MEANS IT!)...THEY WERE ONCE HIS FAITHFUL SERVANTS...but they DEPARTED from Him and led OTHERS into "ERROR!"...THE "SEAL!" OF GOD will be placed upon the FOREHEADS OF THOSE ONLY WHO "SIGH AND CRY!" for ALL the "ABOMINATIONS!" done in the LAND!" ("DONE IN THE CHURCH!!") T3:267. RH 2:49. EZEKIEL 9:..."...AND AT THAT TIME SHALL "MICHAEL" STAND UP...and there shall be a "TIME OF TROUBLE!" such as never was since there was a Nation...AND AT THAT TIME "THY PEOPLE!" shall be DELIVERED - "EVERYONE!" THAT SHALL BE FOUND WRITTEN - IN THE BOOK!"...THIS SMALL "REMNANT!" T5:212-3.

WHAT ELSE NEED BE SAID - ???
WE HAVE DRAWN YOUR ATTENTION TO -
EXCITEMENTS OF THE PAST THAT WE SAW
AT THE TIME - WERE PLAIN "DUDS" -
FLAT FAILURES!

WHAT IF THIS NEW "EXCITEMENT!" IS
OF THE SAME ORDER - ??? WHILE EVERYONE
ELSE IS STAMPEDING TO GET ON THE BANDWAGON -
WHAT IF IT IS ANOTHER FALSE ALARM?
BASED ON NOTHING BUT HOT AIR - !!!
RESULTING IN WHAT - ???

We do not see too clearly the FINAL OUTCOME - but we do see
the WHEELING - OSBORNE - MOULD - TREFZ CONSORTIUM
and WORLDWIDE AFFILIATES! To get part of the picture
as it unfolds:

VANCE FERRELL OF "PILGRIM'S REST"
BEERSHEBA SPRINGS, TN 37305. (U.S.A.)

SERIES OF WHAT HE CALLS: "TRACTS!" "WHEELING
CONTINUES THE ATTACK ON "HISTORIC ADVENTISM!" "REPLY
TO CHAPPELL." SERIES OF 4 TRACTS: WM 383 TO WM 386.

(THese HAVE NOT BEEN PLACED IN ORDER.)

"CHARLES WHEELING LEAVES "HISTORIC" ADVENTISM!"
SOME OF THIS - MUCH OF THIS - you can get in "TRACT
PACKS" for $20.00 but I have not been able to find the RIGHT
ONE: "CHARLES BELIEVES THAT APPROXIMATELY 150-25-
PAGES OF THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" WERE NOT AUTHORED
by ELLEN WHITE!" WM 317 p.2. AND THE DATE 1798 (END OF
ROMANISM!) IS ALL HARDWARE! (And so it is!) HERE VANCE
FERRELL MAKES THE MISTAKE OF TAKING A SWIPE AGAINST
"FORD!" STANDISH FOUND HE HAD TO "APOLOGIZE!" FOR HIS
BIG MOUTH - SAYING THINGS THAT WERE OPEN LIES! DO
THESE PEOPLE THINK THEY CAN WAKE UP AFTER A "20-YEAR
SLEEP!" and OVERNIGHT become "AUTHORITIES!" on the
SUBJECT and make UNDOCUMENTED STATEMENTS, EVEN WITH
"QUOTATION MARKS!" things that were NOT SAID - !!! NOT
DREAMED OF - !!! AND GET AWAY WITH IT - ???

FORD'S RESPONSE

UNDER "QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS!" FEBRUARY 1992:
(QUESTION:) "WOULD YOU PLEASE COMMENT ON TWO
PUBLICATIONS BY VANCE FERRELL? THEY COME FROM
"PILGRIM'S REST!" and ARE TITLED "HISTORIC ADVENTISM
and HEBREWS NINE." (ANSWER BY FORD:) "RARELY HAVE I
SEEN ANYTHING POSING AS "SCHOLARLY" SO BLATANTLY
INACCURATE!" p.13 and on p.16 (BACK COVER:) "DEAR DES:
"VANCE FERRELL HAS FIRED ANOTHER BARRAGE AGAINST
YOU. HOW MUCH TRUTH IS THERE IN HIS PARTICULAR
CHARGES? (DES:) "SAME AS USUAL - NONE!" However,
because each issue of his "PILGRIM'S REST!" BROADSIDE
consists only of a Cesspool of GOSSIP without one jot or tittle of
GOSSIP thoughtful people know...what to do with..."I
WOULD RATHER LIGHT ONE CANDLE THAT CURSE THE
DARKNESS" - DES. p.96.

THE REASON WHY: BRINSMEAD AND FERRELL -

OFTEN WRITE PANDEMONIUM HULLABALOO THAT CONTRADICTS
WHAT HE WROTE BEFORE - because RDB and VF BOTH ADMIT
that as many as 120 or more SDA MINISTERS or WORKERS or
their WIVES who would not DARE write under their own
MONIKER - things they think the MEMBERSHIP SHOULD BE
AWARE OF (RIGHT OR WRONG!) they send it in and it is often
printed as if RDB or VF compiled it. IT IS UTTERLY
IMPOSSIBLE FOR THEM TO CHECK THIS ALL OUT FOR DETAILED
ACCURACY - and so many what we call: "DILLIES!" appear. So
if WHEELING licks up some TRUTH as to "CHANGED BOOKS!
and VANCE goes into a SLOW BURN and BLAMES "THE SPIRIT
OF PROPHECY!" by "SECRET WRITER!" and anyone knows it is
"POOR SCHOLARSHIP!" to give publicity to the "NAME!" of the "MISCREANT!" but VANCE FERRELL'S "SLOW BURN!" broke out into "SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION!" and throwing all caution to the winds! He wrote 5 tracts: "THE SECRET WRITER'S CHARGE!" WM 337 to WM 341. He wrote before against "HOEHN!" but he finally learned how to spell: "HERMAN HOEHN OF BRITISH COLUMBIA!" And as so many "ADVENTISTS!" in following the CIA-JESUIT or MAFIA "BLACK-HAND GANG!" "ETHIC! (OR LACK OF "ETHICS!" they can tell any kind of a lie and do not need to "CONFESS!" it if it is in "DEFENSE!" of the "FAMILY!" or "BROTHERHOOD!"

NEITHER "CHALES WHEELING!" NOR "VANCE FERRELL!" HAVE THE FAINTEST IDEA OF WHAT THEY ARE TALKING ABOUT - !!!

SINCE CHARLES WHEELING GAVE THIS PUBLICITY - MANY OTHERS ARE GETTING INTO THE ACT - SOME, LIKE "JOE CREWS" try to convert CHARLES. Also "RUSSELL BURRILL." (18 pages.) VANCE FERRELL WROTE A SICK ATTEMPT TO "EXPLAIN!" the "CHANGES!" NO MORE CONSISTENCY THAT A "JACK-ASS" BRAYING IN THE CALIFORNIA BREEZE - !!! CE 42. (CHAPTER #1) OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" SHOWING THE "FATE" OF "ADVENTISM!" NOT WANTED!

THE PRESENT DILEMMA AS WE ENTER 1993!

THE ADVENTIST - SHAKING WITH TERROR -

WHEELING - OSBORNE - MOULD - TREFZ -

THE CATHOLICS ARE COMING - !!!

HOW CAN THEY EMPLOY TERROR TACTICS -
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EXCEPT BY RESORTING TO THE IRON FIST
OF THE LAW - ??? WILSON - FOLKENBERG
ROCK - PAID THEM TO COME - !!!

ONE ADVENTIST ELEMENT COWERING IN FEAR
OF PAPAL PERSECUTION - and it is their
LEADERSHIP THAT USED THEIR TITHE AND
OFFERINGS WITH WHICH TO PAY THEM
TO COME - !!!

HOW CRAZY CAN THEY GET - ???


PAUL A GORDON - WHITE ESTATE:

***p.18: "...the ITEMS THAT SHE OMITTED...("OMITTED!"
MEANS "LEFT OUT!" "LEFT OUT!" MEANS CHANGE #1")
"...SHE DECIDED TO MAKE ADDITIONS TO THE BOOK!"
("ADDITIONS!" MEANS "CHANGE #2") "IN 1888 AN ENLARGED AND SOMewhat "CHANGED" EDITION APPEARED!"
(CHANGE #3)) (PAUL A. GORDON: "I'LL SAY MORE ABOUT THE "CHANGES! THAT WERE MADE!" (CHANGE #4))
(1911). ALSO A FURTHER "EDITED" "GREAT CONTROVERSY"
APPEARED (CHANGE #5)! "SEVERAL of her BOOKS went
through a SIMILAR PROCESS OF EXPANSION!" (CHANGE #6)!
"...SOME ADDITIONAL MATERIAL WAS WRITTEN BY ELLEN WHITE TO FILL IN GAPS!" (IN "STEPS TO CHRIST!" WHAT WE HAVE
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SAID RIGHT ALONG! (CHANGE #(7)!) "...and she wrote another opening chapter!" (TO: "STEPS TO CHRIST!") (CHANGE #(8)!) "...an enlargement of an earlier gospel workers" published in 1892!" (THIS "ENLARGEMENT!" PUBLISHED IN 1915! "ENLARGEMENT! MY FOOT! IT IS NOT EVEN A DISTANT "RELATIVE!"") (CHANGE #(9)!) "...expansions!" of the theme!" (CHANGE #(10)!)  

10 ADMISSIONS OF "CHANGES" ON ONE P.18 - !!!  
4 ADMISSIONS OF "CHANGES" ON P.19 - !!!

HIS OWN "WHITE ESTATE!" CONVINCED VANCE - NO "CHANGES!" HAD BEEN MADE - NOW HIS OWN "WHITE ESTATE!" SPIPPED THE BEANS AND ADMITTED MASSIVE "CHANGES!" IN HIS OWN "ADVENT REVIEW!" THE "OFFICIAL" CHURCH ORGAN - !!! OH! WOE IS ME! ONLY A PROFESSIONAL LIAR FROM THE CRADLE WOULD TRY TO DENY IT AT THIS LATE DATE! THE COVER ON THAT "ADVENT REVIEW" CALLS ON US TO "SUPPORT!" YOUR "PASTOR!" WHICH ONE - ??? THE ONE THAT LIES OR THE ONE THAT TELLS THE TRUTH - ???  

Charles Wheeling and Confederacy -  
Almost gave Vance Ferrell a Heart-Arrest  
Because Wheeling claimed "The Great Controversy!"  

1911 Edition was a "FAKE!" but when the "Wheeling Confederacy" saw an opening to launch a program to raise $11,340,000.00 to bring a "TRADE!" against "ROMANISM!" They forgot all about the 1911 being a "FAKE!" and this day - November 21, 1992 I asked Sister Ann to check the alleged "1911 Book" under the title of "America in Prophecy!" and she found it is worse than the "Uriah Smith!" skulduggery!  

Of 42 chapter headings only 11 were left alone!
31 WERE CHANGED! 11 PAGES OF "APPENDIX" MISSING!

21 PAGES OF "GENERAL INDEX" MISSING!

ONLY A QUICK ONCE-OVER WE CAN DOCUMENT OVER

500 CHANGES! - !!! UNBELIEVABLE - !!!

BUT THE TRUTH - !!!

WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO DO SOMETHING

WORTH WHILE - VANCE - ??? YOU WANT TO

EXPOSE "CHARLES WHEELING - ???"

THIS WHEELING RAID AGAINST "ROMANISM!"

FOOLING THE ENTIRE ADVENTIST WORLD - !!!

(AND FOOLING THE ENTIRE RELIGIOUS WORLD!)

THAT "ROMANISM!" IS THE BIG DANGER - !!!

NO BETTER THAN JEANINE SAUTRON AND HER

FOOL! LEMKE AND SESSLER. "LOUD CRY!"

ON NOW! ONLY THOSE WILL BE "SEALED!" WHO

"CRY ALoud!" AND "SPARE NOT!" - THEY ARE

"SPARING!" THE REAL CULPRIT - BILLY GRAHAM

"EVANGELICALS!" GC 445. 1884 GC 278.

WIELAND IS "TONGUE-TIED!" ALSO.

"DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK!" T5:211.

"ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"
1993 REVISED PRICE SCHEDULE FOR BOOKS

SINGLE COPY - $7.00 POSTPAID U.S.A.
THREE BOOKS - $17.50 POSTPAID U.S.A.

SINGLE COPY - $8.00 POSTPAID OUTSIDE U.S.A.
THREE BOOKS - $20.00 POSTPAID OUTSIDE U.S.A.

CASE OF FORTY-EIGHT BOOKS:
$120.00 plus SHIPPING and INSURANCE

ALL PRICES IN U.S. FUNDS

SPECIAL OFFER:
Order Five Cases - Get One FREE!
(Does not include shipping and handling)
A Roman Miracle

A Pretty maid, a Protestant, was to a Catholic wed. 
To love all Bible truths and tales, quite early she'd been bred. 
It sorely grieved her husband's heart that she would not comply. 
And join the Mother Church of Rome and heretics deny.

So day by day he flattered her, but still she saw no good. 
Would ever come from bowing down to idols made of wood. 
The mass, the host, the miracle, were made but to deceive: 
And transubstantiation, too, she'd never dare believe.

He went to see his clergyman and told him his sad tale. 
"My wife is an unbeliever, sir; you can perhaps prevail. 
For all your Romish miracles, my wife has strong aversion. 
To really work a miracle may lead her to conversion."

The priest went with the gentleman - he thought to gain a prize. 
He said, "I will convert her, sir, and open both her eyes." 
So when they came into the house, the husband loudly cried. 
"The priest has come to dine with us!" "He's welcome," she replied.

And when at last the meal was o'er, the priest at once began, 
To teach his hostess all about the sinful state of man; 
The greatness of our Saviour's love, which Christians can't deny. 
To give himself a sacrifice and for our sins to die.

"I will return tomorrow, lass, prepare some bread and wine; 
The sacramental miracle will stop your soul's decline." 
"I'll bake the bread," the lady said. "You may," he did reply. 
"And when you've seen this miracle, convinced you'll be, says I."

The priest did come accordingly, the bread and wine did bless. 
The lady asked, "Sir, is it changed?" The priest answered, "Yes. 
It's changed from common bread and wine to truly flesh and blood. 
Begorra, lass, this power of mine has changed it into God."

So having blessed the bread and wine, to eat they did prepare. 
The lady said unto the priest, "I warn you, take care, 
For half an ounce of arsenic was mixed right in the batter. 
But since you have its nature changed, it cannot really matter."

The priest was struck real dumb - he looked as pale as death. 
The bread and wine fell from his hands and he did gasp for breath. 
"Bring me my horse!" the priest cried. "This is a cursed home!" 
The lady replied, "Begone, 'tis you who shares the curse of Rome."

The husband, too, he sat surprised, and not a word did say. 
At length he spoke, "My dear" said he, "the priest has run away; 
To gulp such mummerly and tripe, I'm not for sure quite able. 
I'll go with you and we'll renounce this Roman Catholic fable."